FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

VIRIDIAN® OFFERS THE BEST VALUE IN LASER
SIGHTS WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF THE
REACTOR 5™ RED LASER
NOW SHIPPING FOR RUGER LCP, LC9/380, AND S&W SHIELD!

Minneapolis, MN—March 24, 2014
Viridian’s extraordinary Reactor™ 5 is the industry’s most advanced
green laser sight, in the world’s smallest frame, specifically designed
for concealed carry pistols. Viridian now offers the Reactor in red
laser (R5-R), making it the best value in laser sights.
“We wanted to offer shooters all of the quality and state-of-the-art
technology that the Reactor provides at an unbeatable price.” says
Viridian President Brian Hedeen. “That’s exactly what we did. Elite
Red laser, ECR Instant-On technology, a 2-color battery level
indicator, and a holster for the MSRP of $129!”
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The Viridian exclusive Elite Red™ 635 nm laser provides the brightest
red laser on the market today. This wavelength generates the
sharpest red dot possible for more positive targeting, higher
accuracy, and stronger intimidation.

The R5-R is currently available for the Ruger LCP, Ruger LC9/380,
Smith & Wesson M&P Shield, and all Kahr polymer framed pistols in
9, 40, and 45. Look for Reactor fits for popular models by Glock, Sig,
and Springfield later this year.
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ABOUT VIRIDIAN
GREEN LASER SIGHTS
Viridian® is the fastest
growing laser sight
manufacturer in the
nation, responsible for a
number of industryleading product
innovations in green and
red laser sights, taclights,
ECR™ Instant-On technology, TacLoc™ holsters, and shooting
accessories. Headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota, Viridian® is
devoted to utilizing cutting-edge technology to offer compact,
powerful self-defense products for the civilian, military, and law
enforcement markets. Viridian products are designed and built in the
USA.
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